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US Futures-World Markets: After closing at a record high on Friday, S&P futures are climbing again this
morning. Apple is up another 3% pre-market- Morgan Stanley put a $520 price target on the stock. It’s +70%
YTD. Optimism about an FDA approved plasma treatment for the coronavirus along with improving economic
data has investors in full FOMO. Dual tropical storm threats have shut oil and gas production in the Gulf. The
first storm Laura is expected to be upgraded to a hurricane tomorrow. In Asia, both China and Japan closed in
the green. Japanese Prime Minister Abe checked into a hospital over the weekend, which kept the Nikkei in
check. European indices are soaring. Fed Chair Powell will speak at Jackson Hole on Thursday. S&P Futures
vs. Fair Value: +28.40, 10-Yr Yield: 0.645.
CORE Headlines:
 President Donald Trump on Sunday hailed FDA authorization of a coronavirus treatment that uses
blood plasma from recovered patients, a day after accusing the agency of impeding the rollout of
vaccines and therapeutics for political reasons.-Reuters
 ByteDance investors are in talks to use their stakes in the Chinese technology firm to help finance
their bid for its popular short-video app TikTok, according to people familiar with the matter.-Reuters
 Energy firms shut 57.6%, or 1.07 million barrels per day (bpd), of offshore crude oil production in the
U.S. Gulf of Mexico because of the twin threat from Hurricane Marco and Tropical Storm Laura.Reuters
 House passes bill to provide $25 bln in funding for USPS, but the Senate will not bring the bill up for a
vote. Negotiations on a broader coronavirus relief package remain deadlocked.-WSJ
 Joe Biden says he will shut down the country again if coronavirus scientists believe it's necessary.-ABC
 Another riot was declared in Portland as demonstrations have now lasted three months.-CBS (I
though it was so peaceful? So much for that summer of love.)
 New York City is facing its biggest fiscal crisis since the 1970s. New York Andrew Cuomo is so
concerned that he asserted greater control over panel monitoring NYC's finances-WSJ (DeBlasio
doesn’t have it under control?)
 Preserving trees is becoming big business under new emissions rules—California launched a market
in forest preservation with its cap-and-trade regulations, and energy giants such as BP are expanding
their investments in a bet that could become more lucrative-WSJ
 Gold futures are near records and up about 28% for the year, while silver has more than doubled since
hitting a multiyear low in March as investors seek value in troubled times, but the rush into gold has
brought an unwelcome increase in volatility.-WSJ
 South Africa’s $1.5B wine industry, which employs about 290,000 people domestically, is reeling after
a series of pandemic-induced shocks, including successive bans on the sale of alcohol totaling some
14 weeks.-WSJ (a ban on alcohol sales?)
 Mexican health official Hugo López-Gatell linked soda consumption with Covid-19 deaths, blaming
sugar for causing comorbidities such as obesity, diabetes and hypertension, common in Mexico where
almost three-quarters of the population is overweight.-USA
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REGN, LLY: Drugs known as monoclonal antibodies that use the body’s natural antibody defenses may
be able to give many people early protection against the coronavirus, ahead of vaccines, and
scientists say they’re a crucial therapy to be given early in the disease.-WSJ
A Chicago-based virtual reality company, Embodied Labs, offers software that allows users to peer
into the body and mind of someone confronted with aging issues such as cognitive decline, vision and
hearing loss, or Parkinson’s and dementia.-WSJ
Nearly 600 wildfires in California are likely to set records in a state that is increasingly suffering from
seasonal blazes—and the unusual August outbreak has been the latest incident to expose what state
leaders say is the worsening ravages of climate change.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Bloomberg: Depression and anxiety among young adults https://bloom.bg/2YvMeKz (So sad this is all
political now)
 Forbes: Good look at In-N-Out Burger https://bit.ly/3aThcl2
 Wired: Coronavirus has turned the QR code into an everyday essential https://bit.ly/31nWdU3
 USA Today: A case for open-air schools https://bit.ly/31o0jeX
 Marginal Revolution: The FDA can’t even approve sunscreen properly https://bit.ly/3hr8dcX
All charts from The Daily Shot:
Post-IPO shares have outperformed sharply since the start of the crisis (chart below). Favorable
market conditions have been supporting IPO activity in the US this year (second chart).
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Source: The Economist Read full article

Investors continue to favor companies with strong balance sheets. We’re still waiting for that rotation
to value stocks.
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The stock market is increasingly pricing in higher corporate taxes as the US elections approach. The
underperformance of companies with the highest median tax rates has accelerated. (I don’t have
much confidence in these often-sited betting markets. There isn’t enough money put to work to get a
real view of the odds.)
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some updates on hedge funds’ equity holdings.

• Exposure to growth vs. value and cyclicals vs. defensives:
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Source: Goldman Sachs, @WallStJesus

Short sellers have capitulated. (Or they are out of money. Insane chart.)
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Source: Goldman Sachs

Almost half of US small-cap companies have lost money over the past 12 months.

Source: MarketDesk Research

The US Markit PMI indicators show business activity strengthening further this month.

• Manufacturing PMI:
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• Manufacturing orders and employment:
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Housing inventories are extremely low.
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By the way, an exodus from San Francisco boosted housing inventories there.

Source: @SFGate Read full article

Leverage (debt-to-EBITDA) has risen sharply this year.

Source: @markets Read full article
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Lumber prices are the most extended in history.

Source: @mikemcglone11

Tropical storms Marco and Laura are heading toward the Gulf of Mexico, and will likely become hurricanes before
making landfall. This could threaten output in the region, impact refinery runs, and slowing imports/exports.

Source: @JavierBlas Further reading
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Business meetings after lockdowns:

Source: The Economist Read full article

How US school districts are starting the academic year:

Source: @bpolitics Read full article
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US mail volume:

Source: The New York Times Read full article

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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